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From up high:

Galeria OMR is situated in the Roma district of Mexico 
City. For those who have not visited the gallery, or the 
city, a setting and backdrop establishes a series of rumi-
nations, that rest upon a foundation, that exist in a form, 
that echoes the thematic implications of the exhibition.

Galeria OMR overlooks Plaza Rio de Janeiro, a charming 
park with a replica of Michelangelo’s David in its centre. 
Close by, Marsella street meets Havre, intersects with 
Londres and passes into La Reforma and criss-crosses 
with Insurgentes - the longest avenue in the world. Move 
over to the east a bit and the you find the Plaza de la 
Constitución - one of the largest in the world. Adjacent to 
it is the main Cathedral which happens to be beside the 
relatively recently unearthed ancient pyramid ruins of the 
Templo Mayor. To say that Mexico City is rich in history, 
diversity, and narrative is an understatement. 

Simultaneously its streets have namesakes that claim other 
spaces from around the world. The city is a reflection of 
globalism, long before the term became mainstream. And 
in many ways the spatial dynamics and aesthetic fabric 
of the city is something we could not avoid even if it was 
something that we did not explicitly speak about during 
our curatorial discussions on the bridge of Galeria OMR. 

It was me and Cristobal. Two curators with an ensuing text, 
and sub-text, and of course a: duality that forces us to ask 
whether we are working discursively, or decisively. By the 
very nature of the exhibition’s title: the curatorial scope 

was a discussion and it brought up a long series of ideas. 
However, our theme was also framed quite succinctly 
within a mechanism of architecture and therefore needed 
no more of an inspiration than that of our surroundings.

The Bridge:

It’s (mostly) always sunny in Mexico City. 

We are sitting in the shade on a bridge that joins two 
spaces, two buildings together. Galeria OMR consists of 
a grand colonial baroque-revival building that was once a 
family residence, connected to a dignified residence that 
the same family built some 30 years later in the Art Deco 
style. The two houses, now art galleries, have many rooms. 
We are on the point where the two buildings conjoin and 
it is a favourite gathering place for visitors, and a thinking 
place for Cristobal, whom I have co-curated the show with. 
In between and outside of all of these rooms we are think-
ing about our ideas, and the artworks that will compliment 
and enact those spaces. In a city of such magnitude, a 
bridge between styles, and time, might be the most stable 
place to think and collect our implicit thoughts. And on a 
bridge between two buildings that comprise one gallery 
we cognitively map out an exhibition that is bound to space. 
That process of plotting out our ideas takes on an oddly 
existentialist tone, one in which our freedom is bound to 
the reality of the architecture on either side of us.

At risk of sounding tautological, and we make no apolo-
gies for that, our discussion loosens up and a stream of 
consciousness ensues 

the exhibition, it is about: architecture - information, 
the mind, cognitively the mind’s eye - and time 
and space and what happens between now and 
then - it is an illumination that invites participation - 
considerations of authorship - between the work 
and the gallery space, the audience and viewership. 
The space between now and then is both the title, 
a metaphor for the work of art and the founda-
tion of an exhibition, and the gallery platform as 
a forum; and we are reflecting and projecting ideas 
about what was, and what could be, in an exhibition 
as proposition, an experiment - and investigation 
of the nature of where we live now - and we do 
this through the lens of technology, mass media 
and information culture; but we also do it through 
tradition, emotion, and fantasy.

like all sculpture which confronts and alters our 
relationship to our surroundings, the architecture 
of this experience, like a spectre, also asks us to 
consider our relationship to where and how we live 
now and what happens between now and then.

The Space Between Now and Then

It was really an architectural encounter:

We can remember that in our discussions the title arose 
at the point in which one notices that in the absence of 
the sun, the Mexico City night takes on a chilly breeze 
and that even though the day was warm, there wasn’t 

THE SPACE BETWEEN NOW AND THEN

quite enough sun for the temperature to not plummet. 
I’m a little bit cool, and the droning noises from the 
Roma district have subsided.

It’s about Space. 

There are so many dynamic spaces in this gallery, and the 
artists we are working with all have a unique way of re-
purposing space. They all excel in re-directing and playing 
upon setting. In no way do any of the artists compose form 
for the sake of formal investigation only. And they surely 
are not working only with their eyes. They are disrupt-
ing cartesian space with the intention of injecting it with 
politicality, and sometimes with illusions of nature, and 
dream states, and other times with inconvenient things 
like: reality parasitically feeding on remnants of art history; 
or architectural space being altered by artistic narratives 
that charge and change the space around the works of art.

Or, the exhibition must be about now. 

The ever-present weightiness of now, as we are still sit-
ting here on the bridge and it is getting late. Or the now, 
which implies the contemporary, and the way in which art 
is constantly re-defining what we are as a culture. So then, 
it must be about then, the place that we will get to when 
the course of these works has been consumed and when 
we have feasted on the past. And of course we laugh a 
bit because we realize that we are in between all of those 
things. And we are happy because we know that the artists 
we have selected have too ruminated on these ideas and 
have made their implicit thoughts explicit. 

Or, fearfully it is a passage.

On an eschatological level the space between now and 
then suggests a rite of passage, or a passage to a final 
destiny. We reflect on the concept of a Mexico with sto-
ries existing before stories. And we think about the visual 
heterodoxy we are presenting. If one were to reach to 
Catholic ritual, or Mayan prophecy, the space between 
now and then can represent an apocalyptic eschatology. 
And if we keep our propositional word as curators, maybe 
this can explain why some of the works in the exhibition 
exist as a reckoning.

If there is a comeuppance at play we can see in this archi-
tectural encounter of the gallery space an injection of 
politicality and current global events acting in a porten-
tous manner.

We review our text:

The writer hopes that this text can act as a map for the 
viewer. This map is a user’s guide to self authoring the 
experience of consuming an exhibition. In what ways can 
each of the works that follows in this catalogue resonate 
with an architectural, metaphysical and literal impulse? 
Spatiality in the literal sense, implies that there is a space 
in the work and outside of it, that combines the current 
phenomenon of the virtual, internet, and social media 
where all that is solid is mirrored in a virtual reflection. 
The now, the present, as an encounter with the artwork 
is always buttressed by the past; therefore, Galeria OMR 
is the now, resting on the foundation of its past. 

That was then this is now 

The exhibition for us is both fleeting and inspirational. It 
arose because of a dialogue with Cristobal, and because 
of my initial visit to OMR and the architectural encounter I 
experienced with the gallery space. It is our intention that 
the viewer will continue the discussion and will join us in 
our setting on the bridge, as a paradigm for a way of see-
ing this show. In this way, the viewer too can be included in 
the dialogue and too can be the author of this exhibition. 

With this dialogue in mind, our duality arises once again. 
As a guide it is helpful in establishing a dramatic narra-
tive arc. The exhibition can exist as a purist pursuit of 
aesthetics and thus a utopia, or it can exist as a critique 
and a warning in the context of the very real problems 
that exist in the world; hence, a dystopia. And if we have 
been establishing a topography all along, then really this 
dramatic fork in the road can be considered the crux of 
the exhibition. The bridge seen here on this map, exists 
against a setting and backdrop that depicts an art-world 
that both controls the world and is controlled by it. If there 
are no problems, then there are no solutions. We live in 
a world out of our control and because of that, we can 
write stories and make art. Without that lack, everything 
would be perfect and thus, banal. And if this text will guide 
you, there will always be a logic to the thoughts on this 
exhibition because even at the point of rupture, art can 
bridge the past, present and future.

Natalie Kovacs, December 2011
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assume vivid astro focus

Illegitimo I
2011
Wallpaper
Dimensions Variable 
2 DVD’s & Certificate of Authenticity
Ed. 2/3, 2 APs
(AVAF 7.2)

This piece is actually a compilation of four abstract canvas 
works. We enjoy reinterpreting our own visuals, as well 
as those of others, as part of the creative ‘remixing’ pro-
cess. We are continually moving between the figurative 
and abstract. In creating the individual pieces that form 
ILEGITIMO we were exploring the idea of the virus; of 
reaching out to the viewer through sensorial overload. 
This an ongoing process we continue to consider. We 
have always believed in passing information to viewers in 
an abstract sensorial form. This can then provoke change, 
reaction, complicity. The idea with this piece is to trans-
late energy, movement, explosion, into an endless flow 
of colors and shapes.

assume vivid astro focus, Illegitimo I, 2011
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assume vivid astro focus

Aqui Volvemos Adornos Frivolos
2011
A Neon Sign Sculpture
110 cm high x 60 cm wide
Ed. 1/8, 2 APs
(AVAF 6.1)

We often think of the different avaf acronyms as our best 
work; somehow it is both the most personally satisfying 
and also the most successful (incredibly difficult things 
to match). We started creating different avaf combina-
tions because we wanted to have a new pseudonym for 
each show we did. We didn’t want the “artist name” to 
be a monolith, but rather something more playful, fluid 
and not a representation of ‘genius’. Since the individual 
artists involved in each avaf project change according to 
the exhibition, we thought why not change the name we 
all go under as well? The varying acronyms for a.v.a.f have 
become almost the ultimate realization of our projects; 
the simplest, most playful and most successful way to set 
our beliefs in motion. The breath of freedom they repre-
sent and the extent of interactivity they ignite continues to 
be incomparable and, to a certain extent, unforeseeable. 
We set the idea of unfixed acronyms in motion without 
fully knowing how, or if, it will actually function. 

The variances allow us to be accessible, participatory 
and curious. avaf projects operate on many levels, always 
retaining a sense of spontaneity. Working collaboratively, 
you have to relinquish any traits of individual control 
freakishness, especially as there will typically also be 
institutional restrictions in place. A lot of what we make 
is created on a very small scale at first, then magnified 
when it comes to be materialized. In our shows we are 
sometimes confronted by elements that are surprising in 
their successful manifestation, other times by elements 
which don’t posses the potential previously envisioned. 
The results are part of the free and spontaneous process; 
nothing is a failure.

The works frequently explore concepts of contamina-
tion, which are fully realized through the acronyms. For 
this reason, we made the decision not to keep track of 
the individual people who send us particular acronyms. 
Anonymously, anyone can become a collaborator. We 
incorporate every single new acronym people send us 
into our list. We only “reject” submissions that use made 
up words, or words that are a combination of two words 
together, and we very rarely alter a contribution, though 
we might make exceptions. 

Consecutive consequence is perhaps an appropriate 
description of this practice, since many acronyms are them-
selves a response to previously existing acronyms. The 
strategies we use when creating our own combinations 
are often followed by our collaborators. The contraction 
of a consequential sentence is the most prevalent. The 
result if often emblematic -acrobatic vampire anticipates 
freefall. Alternatively we sometimes split the four letters 
in two groups and make two separate constructs with 
two separate meanings -alternative versions additional 
formats. At other times, we create acronyms from dramatic 
or humorous adjectives -amorous voluminous atrocious 
ferocious, or a call to action --arms viable and fast. 

As much as they can illuminate, the acronyms hint as some-
thing hidden. Revealing and concealing are inherent to 
the tensions of living; the absence of one thing and the 
presence of another. 

assume vivid astro focus, Aqui Volvemos Adornos Frivolos, 2011
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assume vivid astro focus

Illegitimo II
2011
Wallpaper
Dimensions Variable 
2 DVD’s & Certificate of Authenticity

We switch from figurative to abstract and back all the 
time. when we created the different pieces that are part of 
ILEGITIMO we were (well, in fact still are) working with this 
idea of the virus, of knowledge spread, of reaching out to 
the viewer thru sensorial overload. we always believed in 
passing information over the viewer in an abstract senso-
rial form which then provokes change, reaction, complic-
ity. the idea with this piece is to translate energy, move-
ment, explosion into an endless flow of different color 
and shapes. 

assume vivid astro focus, Illegitimo II, 2011
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assume vivid astro focus

Obama Lady 1-4
2011
Vinyl / Printed Version also available
260 x 138 cm
Ed. 1/3, 2 APs

For many years we have been working with the symbol of 
the transvestite -to us, the ultimate goddess of the contem-
porary world. Reconstructing their bodies in an attempt 
to reach an ideal often fails, they are goddesses of hyper 
femininity and faith in change but also goddesses of 
destruction and re-construction. However above all they 
represent freedom: of the body, of sexuality, of identity. 

assume vivid astro focus, Obama Lady 1-4, 2011
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Aldo Chaparro
Lima, Perú, 1965

Puta
2011
Wood
52.5 x 51 x 29 cm
(ACh 321)

“The irreverence and provocation of Chaparro’s works 
rekindles the long lost link of Pop Art to DADA (another 
four-letter word) while simultaneously projecting it onto 
a path that Indiana was not interested in walking: namely, 
explicit sex. Thus Jeff Koons and Robert Mapplethorpe 
may be better antecedents for SUCK and PUTA than LOVE. 
For Chaparro, however, explicit sex is textual not graphic; 
or, to better honor Greek roots, not visual.”

Excerpt from PUTA: Aldo Chaparro’s Love by FERNANDO 
CASTRO R. (2010) “déjame ser tu puta” (let me be your 
whore) Piedra de Sol (The Sun Stone), Octavio Paz

Aldo Chaparro, Puta, 2011
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Gabriel de la Morra
Colima, México, 1968

The Space Between Now and Then...
2011
Inverted Sand Clock
7.3 x 7.3 x 20 cm
(GM 374)

By placing the hourglass horizontally and dividing the 
sand in equal parts, the artist seeks to create a balanced 
horizon of stopped time -equating the space held between 
now and then.

Gabriel de la Morra, The Space Between Now and Then..., 2011
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Hanging Men 2
2008 
Fiberglass 
72 x 44 x 245 cm

The suspended figure represents the artist’s lack of free-
dom and drive to create. Particularly, it conveys the ten-
sion between the individual artist’s vision and that of a 
collaborative studio, all against the wider backdrop the 
art market’s control. The artist longs for the freedom to 
create, to sculpt and to express purely without the neces-
sity of playing the puppet , politician or ceo and puppe-
teer - the provider or father of a 20 person studio-staff, 
The creator Joep Van LIeshout explores issues of autarky 
and eschatology throughout his work, the Hanging Man 
is a recurring theme and portrait of the artist referencing 
Michaelangelo’s hidden self portrait on the ceiling of the 
Sistine Chapel. The work is about being a Slave to work, 
to one’s own drive to create and to one’s art practise , to 
the commissioner the pope or in 21st century a slave to 
one’s own studio and all that is contained therein jumping 
between the roles of the satisfier , puppet and puppet 
master orthe ceo of a production company to the cultivat-
ing a vocabulary rife for being cultural media magnet, the 
limitations that arrive with the responsibility of creating 
large scale work that is politically charged, often takesover 
the simple hunger to create with all of the obstacles and 
other hats the artist must wear to get the freedom to cre-
ate within the space between now and then. the cycles of 
life and death within the work’s creation itself also stimu-
late ideas of giving one’s entire life as a slave to their studio.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Hanging Men 2, 2008
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Cave with Chimney
2008 
Ink and acrylic on canvas 
81 x 104 cm

The human is portrayed as animal, a primitive being in his 
most basic shelter. The painting goes back to the origins 
of human behaviour: hunting; eating; reproducing; dying.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Cave with Chimney, 2008, Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Prick Hooks
2009
Bronze 
13 x 7 x 8 cm each

The work bridges the gap between the craftsman and the 
salesman. Inspired by the ideology of Arts and Crafts -the 
utopia of handmade things- AVL have sought to create 
the smallest gap between producer & user, artist & lover.

This is a typical Joep Van LIeshout Bronze Functional 
Sculpture : simple and direct, the work is a coat hook in 
bronze – in the shape of Male Anatomy.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Prick Hooks, 2009, Photo & Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Evildoer
2010
Foam, acrylic paint, electronics 
15” x 7” x 6” 
Series of 5 (each unique)

The Evildoer refers to the sorts of tautological statements 
that George W. Bush made as president: “evil doers are 
bad”. During the Bush presidency, global events were 
reduced to extremes that bordered upon caricature. Bit 
Laden, Untitled (Munich), and the Mini Caves and Mini 
Terrorists made by Marman and Borins can be viewed in 
this light. Consequently, the Evildoer is a caricature of 
evil, but with purposefully little understanding of its geo- 
political, social, and historical underpinnings. The thematic 
thrust is conveyed through the style in which the work is 
produced. Ostensibly it is threatening and has piercing 
red eyes. However, it is also small and cartoonish; it is an 
oddly grotesque novelty.

The Evildoer is made from expanding sprayable polyure-
thane foam. It is shaped through the act of spraying foam out 
of a canister, like a genie out of a bottle. The form is found 
and then worked upon. Some detailing is carried out after 
the foam has dried and the object is sounded. Final con-
siderations are made and the object is reformed to take on 
character and shape. Wires and batteries and LED lights are 
installed and then multiple layers of black paint are added. 

Physically, the sculpture conjures up a mound of sludge 
or a tar-ball, connoting a monster risen from an oil patch. 
It could be said to relate to the Bush family connections 
with oil refineries, and thus with the Saudis and the Bin 
Laden family. The symbolism of the form, and what it 
represents, is echoed in its surface appearance.Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Evildoer, 2010
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Troika

Electroprobe
2005-2001 
Magnetic microphone 
43.5 x 13 cm (Troi 2)

Electric babblings. Magnetic hums. Inaudible whistles. 
Quite a while ago, objects started to speak. With time, 
they grew smarter. They now have a rich vocabulary. They 
think and dream.

Electronic brainwaves. Organic signals. Bluetooth mono- 
logues and wireless fantasy. They talk, exchange opinions, 
and sometimes argue. Electroprobe allows you to access 
their silent language. It creates a big magnetic bubble 
that ripples to the words of electronic objects, and makes 
audible conversations that you have never heard before. 
A magnetic microphone for a parallel soundscape.

Troika, Electroprobe, 2005-2001
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Shredded Square
2010
Acrylic, paper
24” X 24” X 3” 
Ed. 3 of 4 Other sizes available: 
36” x 36”; 36” x 72”; 45” x 45”; 45” x 90”

The Shredded Square is made using transparent plexiglas 
acrylic and forming the plastic into boxes that are stuffed 
with shredded paper and then the boxes are sealed. The 
shredded works are made in a variety of sizes. The source 
of the shredded documents comes from two different 
redacted pages of government reports. The pages of the 
reports and what they are hiding is no longer known. The 
pages have taken on a symbolic role now, and represent 
in general, or totality, the concept of redaction and the 
added process of destruction.

The concept of shredding something that is already redacted 
is a redundant process. This redundancy carries the thematic 
process into the process of making an artwork. The artwork 
is abstract and carries a metaphor of abstraction within itself. 
Abstract material is further abstracted, and arrives at an 
abstract composition. Process leads to process. The interior 
of the work is rough and wild, but the surface is polished 
and glossy. The work is vibrant; its visual effect contained 
within a minimalist mass.

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Shredded Square, 2010
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Electroprobe by Troika with Shredded Square by Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins Sportstripes Painting by Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Cardinal Directions by Raphael Lozano Hammer and Google by Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Google
2010 
Acrylic, motors, electronics, PC 
12” x 27” x 3.5” 
Ed 1 of 5 (plus 1 AP)
Larger size available: 60” x 27” x 6”

Google implicates viewers and passersby, regardless of 
their decision, or consent, to participate. Reflecting the way 
that the search engine company of the same name watches 
users and records their behaviours for unclear purposes, 
these giant, childlike “googley” eyes use hidden electronic 
technology to watch people as they walk in front of them.

The constant surveillance of both the physical and the virtual 
worlds on the rise, its implications are increasing. Security 
cameras are so pervasive in many cosmopolitan cities that 
they watch practically every public and commercial space. 
Brazenly comedic in its play on words and cute physical 
appearance, Google suggests passersby considers the 
ambiguous reasons for omnipresent surveillance and data 
collection they are subjected to every day. Metaphorically, 
the artists establish a scenario where their project’s name-
sake echoes how Google, the search engine, presents its 
corporate identity: an unthreatening logo and virtual brand 
that could use its powers toward nefarious purposes.

The work begs us to consider whether Google is a total 
information system that watches our every move, or a 
benevolent corporate entity that allows us to find infor-
mation with ease.

Google uses a webcam and a program written by the art-
ists, to see what is in front of it. The program constantly 
learns what it is seeing, and when its surroundings change, 
it translates that change into movement. The viewer and 
the coordinates in front of it are reduced to a grid. People 
become pixels through the interaction. 

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Google, 2010
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Sports Stripes 08 and Sports Stripes 09
2011 
Nylon, gesso panel, laminated frame 
23.75” x 43.5” 
Ongoing Series

The Sports Stripes paintings cast the exalted nature and 
purity of modernist art forms within the ubiquity of mass 
sporting movements and popular design. The tribalism 
of teams and competition is contrasted against the one-
up-manship of vanguard art movements. By making color 
compositions through readily available vintage nylon and 
elastic track suits stripes, the artists echo the universal ten-
dencies of Bauhaus color theory and the universal colors of 
teams, countries and their sporting uniforms. The playing 
field is levelled and both metaphors roar on...

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Sports Stripes 08 and Sports Stripes 09, 2011
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Rafael Lozano-Hemmer
Ciudad de México, 1967

Cardinal Directions (Puntos cardinales)
2010 
Geolocalized surveillance monitor, infrered sensors, 
stainless steel stand, iPod, motor 
130 x 30 x 30 cm 
Ed. 3/12

Cardinal Directions is a kinetic sculpture; the surveillance 
monitor displays an extract from Vicente Huidobro’s poem 

“Altazor” (1919-1931). Referring to the geography of his 
native Chile, Huidobro wrote: “The four cardinal directions 
are three: North and South”. When a presence is detected 
by infrared sensors, the monitor starts to rotate. As the 
poem is “geolocated” it always aligns itself to the cardinal 
points, and the public must walk around the piece in order 
to read it, as though it were a of periscope.

Credits: Stephan Schulz - programming and hardware 
Pierre Fournier, Conroy Badger, David Lemieux, Guillaume 
Tremblay and Karine Charbonneau - production support

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Cardinal Directions (Puntos cardinales), 2010
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Mounir Fatmi
Tangier, Morocco, 1970

Skyline
2009-2011
VHS tapes
282 x 507.5 cm
Ed. 1/5

Skyline is a polymorphous sculptural-architectural propo-
sition, which can be arranged in different configurations 
depending on the space. VHS cassettes, appropriated as 
construction material, are a recurrent feature of Mounir 
Fatmi’s recent work.

At first Skyline hints at the complexity of “inhabiting”. In 
the same way that the content of a video remains invisible 
to us in its neutralising and protective shell, the archi-
tectural construction makes possible the existence of an 

“interior”, a home. It separates us from the gaze of others, 
allows secrets, intimacy and the separation of public and 
private, without which we would be thrown -imminently 
vulnerable- to the margins of society. It is also like pro-
tective “clothing” says the artist, a defence against the 
hostility of the outside world, be it the forces of nature or 
another “enemy”. Faced with such a cityscape, however, 
we cannot forget the fragility of constructions, ramparts 
that could also be a source of destruction. In war as in ter-
rorism, human loss often results from the destruction of 
buildings. 9.11 reminds us of that. One of the most famous 
skylines in the world, a symbol of power and economic 
triumph, revealed its fragility.

The VHS cassette is also an instrument of copy. Which 
skyline of the world does this architectural frieze, with 
its minimalist aesthetic, represent? New York, Shanghai, 
Dubai? Those who travel to the world’s largest cities are 
struck by the uniform nature of the urban landscape. This 
compounds the perception of a “global village”, the cer-
tainty of economic globalisation and the capitalist model 
of a way of life, but also creates the illusion that this stan-
dardisation conceals a uniformity of riches. This architec-
tural mimesis, to borrow the words of Derrida, becomes 
henceforth a political issue.

The unwound film from the cassettes form a magma 
of glistening black under the buildings. They may refer 
to something like the dark Eumenides, who belong to 
the underworld of calculated violence –another way of 
symbolising the fear of destruction and the fragility of 
structures– the latent violence of the city’s energy.

A step further, they are a manifestation of the evasion, 
loss and weakening of individual beings subjected to the 
permanent pressure and flux of the city.

Skyline was presented for the first time at the 7th bien-
nial of Sharjah, Ecology and the Politics of Change, in 
Dubai, in 2007.
Translation: Caroline Rossiter.

Mounir Fatmi, Skyline, 2009-2011
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Jose Dávila
Guadalajara, México, 1974

Standing on a strong belief
2011
Piezography print on photobase paper
80 x 115 cm
Ed. 1/5, 1 AP

Topology is a branch of mathematics that studies the prop-
erties of geometric bodies that remain unchanged by con-
tinuous transformations. (In topology the different forms 
of a figure drawn on an elastic surface that has been either 
stretched or compressed are equivalent.) This discipline 
is interested in concepts like proximity and consistency. It 
compares, classifies and measures, emphasizing attributes 
such as connectedness, compactness and metrizability, 
among others.

For mathematicians the word topology has two mean-
ings: the informal one is described above, while the formal 
one refers to a family of determined subsets that fulfill 
certain rules of union and intersection.

Jose Dávila (Guadalajara, 1974) presents his project 
Nowhere can be here (a title taken from the artist Gordon 
Matta-Clark) as a form of personal topology, as a set of 
works formed by subsets that have the particularity of 
relating to each other, generating identifications, deri-
vations and oppositions. French psychoanalyst Jacques 
Lacan described extimacy as the twist by which the inti-
mate passes to the exterior and vice versa. With this proj-
ect, Dávila provides a place for this experience, taking this 
relationship of subsets to form a external surface with 
intimate folds. His proposal responds to personal con-
cerns with the achievements and failures of architecture, 
with utopias and discoveries, as well as with perception 
and mental games, and it is presented from a subjec-
tive point of view as a sort of temporary conclusion to 
some of the constant concerns of his work, such as the 

relationship between space and place, the combination of 
movement and static forms, the infinite reproducibility of 
modular forms and the functionality of built space. Jose 
Dávila remarks: “This movement of extimacy forms a work 
that structures my driftings, creating a consistency to 
sustain my fragmentation. It remains to ask if the concept 
of fragmentation is ‘more important’ than that of connec-
tion, without knowing very well what I’m referring to with 

‘important.’ But I leave the question at that. One would 
have to know a lot about topology to be able to give an 
adequate answer.”

In Standing on a strong belief, Davila uses de-collage 
to outline the experimental forms of spanish architect, 
Felix Candela, who was notorious for inviting builders to 
stand on top of his structures and proof that their struc-
tures would hold.

Jose Dávila, Standing on a strong belief, 2011
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Redrock by Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Swing and Friends by Atelier Van Lieshout Swing by Atelier Van Liehsout, Friends, Lone Star Brothel and Museo Gestor by Atelier Van Lieshout
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Swing
2011
Bronze
71 x 35 x 54 cm

The sculpture conveys life: its beginning and its end. A 
child swings from one side of the tree’s branches, a man 
hangs to death from the other. The tree itself symbolises 
the cycle of death and renewal upon which existence 
is based. Both sides are ever present, just as life and 
death hang from the same tree. Life is finite and we, as 
sentient beings are aware of this, continually.

We look at life as a swing, balancing between states 
within The course of life – beginning & the end – In true 
JVL composition it’s direct, we see a portrayal of a Baby 
& an old man – hanging – Life is temporal – we all know 
we die at a certain moment… the figures like the artist 
are both child and deadman hanging.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Swing, 2011, Photo & Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Green Rocks
1999 to present
Foam, astro turf
Variable sizes, avg. 8.5” x 6” x 5.5”
Ongoing series

Red Rock
2010 
Foam, astro turf
12” x 21” x 14”
Ongoing series

The rocks are made from Polystyrene sheets, that are 
glued together into masses, and then carved into rocks 
using a Japanese saw. Each rock is different, but the art-
ists imagine the potential shape of the rock from its rough 
from. After being sawed into shape, the rocks are hand 
finished and smoothed with a coarse steel bristled brush. 
The rocks are covered in the synthetic turf system com-
monly known as “astro-turf”. This name derives from the 
Houston astrodome, connoting the promise of the ‘space-
age,’ for the city of Houston is the headquarters for NASA.

These works represent primordial composition through 
their form. If one were to take a walk down a rocky beach, 
the most basic form of sculpture would be a small gath-
ering of stones. Taken out of their random positioning in 
nature is to impose order on them. Appropriately, these 
works are the earliest of Marman and Borins’ collaborations.

The turf rocks series represent the simple task of arrang-
ing a set of rocks, but of doing so in the form of art 
objects that are difficult to make. The rocks are seamless 
and evenly surfaced. By looking at the natural and the 
hand-made, both in terms of the object itself and the 
process of creation, ideas about the bridge between 
reality and simulation, life and art, can be explored. 

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Green Rocks, Red Rock, 1999 to present
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Course of life (A-I)
2009 
Ink on paper 
100 x 140 cm

Existence is taken back to the union of the egg and semen; 
their relationship to the subsequent stages of life are 
depicted. As with Swing the end and beginning of life 
correlate, reminding us of the inevitable cycle and are 
own part within it.

This is painting is one of the first pieces that belong to 
Joep Van Lieshout’s most recent body work being referred 
to as “the New Tribal Labyrinth“ which is a series of of 
sculptures and installations that imply the emergence of a 
new Tribal Administration. Over-consumption and limited 
raw materials are now a crucial role in our exsistence... Van 
Lieshout anticipates new cultures will be initiated by the 
primal, survival instincts that will take precedent that will 
inspire and inform very radical ways of altering our society, 
for better or for worse.

Very simply Course of life being an egg, & semen travel to 
the various stages of life and ending in old age, & dust. This 
painting is also very related to the sculpture entitled Swing.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Course of life (A-I), 2009
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Lone Star Brothel
2005 
Ink on canvas 
65 x 90 cm

The drawing is part of a larger master plan by Joep Van 
Lieshout and forms part of the ‘Slave City’ project – a 
proposal for alternative living in our world, which is cur-
rently playing a dangerous game with limited resources.

‘Slave City’ advocates a powerful and profitable com-
mercial system, based on ecological & artistic ideals. IN 
this dys/utopic vision of Joep Van Lieshout’s otherworld 

“Slave City” - Slaves who contribute to the master plan - 
both male and female, are rewarded by visits to brothels. 
In ‘Slave City’ a wide variety of brothels for different 
classes are available. The Lone Star Brothel depicted 
belongs to the standard class of brothels

Slave city offers both a utopia and dystopia for the 
threats that exist today - whether the solutions and 
schematics born from the brain of Joep Van Lieshout 
are dark or light projections of the future or simply a 
twisted reflection of the artist’s concerns or brainchild, 
this entire plan exists as a series and large body of works 
as an installation including sculptures and paintings and 
functional ecological models that have been exhibited 
internationally in Museums and Bienanials - offering a 
provocative point of discussion from which to determine 
our footprint and possibilities here and now , in the space 
between now and then.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Lone Star Brothel, 2005, Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Atelier Van Lieshout 
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Friends
2011 
Bronze 
33 x 29 x 25 cm

Friends is a sculpture that also plays host to light source 
or can function as a lamp. The sculpture which depicts 3 
people in a cage, discusses freedom and its limitations. 
The figures are enclosed within a cage, one of them sitting 
on a toilet, another is dying on the floor in sorrow; and the 
final figure is hanging by the neck. The artist is portrayed 
as prisoner to a society of consumption; the stubble leads 
to waste, to death.

Yet the central point of the illumination rests between 
the three; an inspiration, an oracle. Light as an oracle. 
Ultimately the work is about illumination, decorative arts 
and links to the hanging man and the body of work created 
by Joep Van Liesthout which addresses freedom/ limita-
tion/ rationality/ irrationality - whether the figures are in 
a cage or a playpen is to be determined .. there is always 
a contrast between dark and light in these functional JVL 
masterpieces, which are to brought into light or into ques-
tion oscillating between good and evil, consumption and 
creation without conclusion.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Friends, 2011, Photo: Filippo Armellin, Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Museogestor Schematic
2008 
Ink and acrylic on canvas 
173 x 191 cm

‘Museo Gestor’ is a communal public building in ‘Slave City‘. 
The largest museum in the world becomes the human 
digestive system. Culture resides in the bowels -the output. 
The complex system is like a labyrinth, upon entering it 
will be very hard to leave. The artist’s relationship to the 
industry again is explored: the love / hate relationship 
with art itself.

The Museo Gestor is a museum jestor – playing the big-
gest cultural commodity in the world which is envisioned in 
the design or architecture of the human digestive system 
to mirror society’s cycles. The concept of cultural con-
sumption and our own intellectual digestive or decorative 
digestive tracks, is both a parody , metaphor, comment 
and comedic out-take of the broader known series and 
schematic of an alternative to the hierarchy of power that 
exists in the financial / cultural sects and socio-political 
currency as proposed in the solution propsed by Joep Van 
LIieshout known as slave city..The complex system is like a 
labyrinth, upon entering it will be very hard to leave. The 
artist’s relationship to the industry again is explored: the 
love / hate relationship with art itself.

-----------------------parts of the bowels or the digestive parts 
of the bowels you find the culture??? Department //// 
except the artistic – there are many functions – nightclubs 

– restoss & hostels & the whole building which is temple 
of all culturle is ??? so complexxx

= comparison – hate/ love art))

- hanging man is also duality – making art & being a 
decorator…

Atelier Van Lieshout, Museogestor, 2008, Photo & Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Pixelated Painting (Blue) and Untitled (Munich) by Jennifer Marman & Daniel BorinsUntitled by Jorge Méndez Blake
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Pixelated Painting (Blue)
2011
Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 60” 

Pixelated Painting (Orange)
2011
Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 60”

The methodology of making these paintings revolves 
around the idea of colour theory. The question of which 
painting comes first arises. The answer is neither; for they 
are each the mirror image of the other, existing in the 
opposite ends of the colour spectrum. In making these 
works, numerous studies of the colour blue and the colour 
orange need to be conducted. Jars of the colours need to 
be premixed and tests need to be performed; for physics 
and the science of photometry, result in how the colours 
will appear when placed beside each other.

For this reason Marman and Borins have named this body of 
work the ‘Formulation Articulation Pixelation’ series. These 
sorts of colour studies find their origins in the Renaissance, 
the Enlightenment. Yet it is the Twentieth Century that 
provided official and definitive institutional forms of dis-
seminating this knowledge: art schools. Therefore, it was 
with the Bauhaus that art and colour became a form of 
knowledge to be disseminated in a standardized manner. 
Josef Albers took this form of knowledge to the main-
stream in art education, and it became universalized in 
design, and industrial dissemination; simultaneously the 
title of Marman and Borins’ series makes reference to a 
body of Alber’s art work.

Colour is influenced optically by the proximity of other 
adjacent colours. A history of the understanding of colour 
theory is contained within this work. These paintings are 
brought into the contemporary age for the same reasons 
of objectivity (the science of colour theory), and also speak 
to mechanical and conversely hand made reproduction, 
but do so with a rumination on the digital age. These ‘Pixel 
Paintings’ ruminate on the possibility of an exalted digital 
yet spiritual aesthetic.

Thematically, the paintings concern mirror effect. Two 
colour spaces face off against each other. But they also 
question what is unintended and intended, what was 
planned by the artists and what was left to the life of colour 
and the ethereal nature of seeing.

Focus on the centre square that is off-colour in each paint-
ing, and visual set-off effects occur. The eyes go slightly 
out of focus and the different hues and chroma levels of 
the painting are activated; producing ghost shapes that 
start to dance. Is this a true aura effect or a trick of the 
eye? Quite possibly these questions are answered in a 
post modern theoretical sense. Can we make simulations 
of the authentic, but still arrive at the effect of something 
authentic and spiritual? When we focus on one unit of the 
painting, do we get closer to a truth? 

In making these paintings, Marman and Borins were inter-
ested in how they would affect and be effected by the 
OMR space. Would they be activated by the Mexico City 
day-light? Would the Mexico City altitude play a role in 
how they are perceived? It is ironic that an origin of colour 
theory and contemporary digital methodology would 
inform such a set of questions.

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Pixelated Painting (Blue), Pixelated Painting (Orange), 2011
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Jorge Méndez Blake
Guadalajara, México, 1974

Untitled
2004
Black Vinyl
400 x 600 cm
Vinyl can be cut in variable dimensions
Ed. 3/3

Jorge Méndez Blake uses literature as a conceptual tool, to 
articulate a discourse that navigates between the periph-
eries of writing and visual arts. His work explores pos-
sible connections existing between classic literature, art 
and culture. By merging an intrinsic mix of historical and 
geographic elements, he insights a reflection on cultural 
manifestations and the relationship amongst them. His 
work focuses on relationships and possibilities, stemming 
form static signification in art, searching for the complexity 
in contemporary culture.

The image seen in this vinyl installation is part of a series 
of works where Mendez Blake borrows imagery from clas-
sical literature and explodes it into massive installations 
that by nature of their adhesive material become part of 
the architecture. In this case, Mendez Blake vectorized the 
original illustrations from the first editions of Jules Verne 
and transformed the walls of the gallery into the pages 
of Verne’s wonderful fiction.

Jorge Méndez Blake, Untitled, 2004
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Untitled (Munich)
2008
Mixed Media
55” x 63” x 22”

Untitled overlooks the main exhibition space; the sculpture 
portrays a terrorist from the Black September Group, who 
perpetrated the Munich Massacre at the 1972 Olympics. 
Untitled is a deliberate title, for the work seeks to hide 
its own name for reasons of the historical event’s despi-
cable nature, but also because the image of the Munich 
Massacre is more recognizable than the narrative of the 
event itself. The Munich games came after the Mexico 
city games, and the controversial history of the Mexican 
Student movement of 1968.

Within the context of their work, Marman and Borins 
position Untitled as a symbol of an endless war on terror, 
against a contemporary culture where mass media refer-
ences are easily deciphered when they pertain to music 
or movies, but also a culture where the history of conflict, 
struggles, and of polemics within philosophy and politics 
are less well remembered.

Historically, Marman and Borins are also interested in the 
Bernini sculpture The Ecstasy of St. Theresa, the side frieze 
of which portrays the patrons who funded the sculpture in 
the Cornaro Chapel in Rome at Santa Maria della Vittoria. 
The reference is peculiar; to think of Bernini and Munich 
simultaneously. Apparently no sense can be made of this; 
but when Untitled is placed in a gallery space, Marman 
and Borins are interested in how it activates its surround-
ings - what is outside of the sculpture. In this way, visual 
power, dominance and subjugation all play a definitive 
role in this work.Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Untitled (Munich), 2008
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José Arnaud-Bello
Oaxaca, México, 1976

Le mur et le monde
2011
35 mm transparency installed in wall with backlight
3 x 4 x 5.3 cm
Ed. 1/3, 1 AP

Le mur et le monde consists of a photographic installa-
tion whereby a small hole in the wall similar to a peep 
hole, reveals the image of a landscape projected on what 
appears to be the surface of a cave. The image comes from 
the region of Quercy, in the south France, in a landscape 
of limestone plateaus abundant in caves of all sizes and 
from which calcareous water unexpectedly springs. This 
holy landscape keeps record of its inhibition, which goes 
back to the prehistoric age. Every cave is a window: into 
the past; into history and the limitation of knowledge; into 
that dim space between the known and the imagined... 
a space where reality is constructed.

Le Mur et le Monde is part of a series of works devel-
oped in this context. It is the result of an action: reducing 
of the size of a cave’s entrance to the minimum perfora-
tion, a pinhole. Through this simple operation the cave 
was turned into a camera obscura, where the surrounding 
landscape is projected onto the walls of the cave.

The work of José Arnaud Bello constructs connections 
among apparently discrete disciplines and fields of knowl-
edge. In it, references to Architecture, Sculpture, Land 
Art and Conceptual Art are integrated with perspectives 
coming from other fields like Sociology, Epistemology, 
Physics, Economy or Geology. Independently of their 
particular working medium and context, each one of his 
projects is defined by a clear sculptural interest, an inter-
est on the processes through which things take form and 
on the variables involved in them. This is not a concern 
for form by itself but for the rational mechanisms through 

which we make sense of it as well as for the historical 
processes that generate it.

In this view, form takes an almost epistemological value 
and the work of José Arnaud Bello is devoted to identify-
ing, unveiling and manipulating the formal processes that 
are triggered when a certain way of thinking, understand-
ing things and acting collides with a specific material or 
spatial condition.

His pieces are then collections of documents of a par-
ticular way of making and thinking on form. These docu-
ments vary in their medium; they range from the object 
and space itself to photography, drawings, video, stories 
and text. In an age where information circulates in a more 
agile way than objects, José Arnaud Bello understands the 
artistic work as necessarily involved in its own communi-
cation. In that sense, the objects, spaces and/or actions 
that emerge from his practice become relevant as they 
take part of a larger narrative, as they act as documents, 
means of communication and tools for making/thinking.

José Arnaud-Bello, Le mur et le monde, 2011
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Troika

Falling Light
2010 
5 metal fixtures, Swarovski Crystal lenses, LEDs,  
Custom build controls Por definir
Commissioned by Swarovski Crystal Palace

‘When Sir Isaac Newton dissected the phenomenon of the 
rainbow, English poet John Keats commented that sci-
ence had robbed nature and the rainbow of its spectacle 
by reducing its notion to prismatic colours. Falling Light 
challenges this belief, with a captivating cinematographic 
interplay between crystal prisms and the preternatural 
experience they are able to create.

50 ceiling suspended mechanical devices each incorporat-
ing a custom cut Swarovski crystal optical lens, a computer 
programmed motor and a white LED, comprise Troika’s 
installation Falling Light. The white-painted metal arma-
tures rise in syncopation by rotating cam before gravity 
releases them earthward, activating the LED to move 
away, closer to the crystal lens. The lens acts as a prism, 
transforming through diffraction, the LED’s white light 
into a rainbow myriad, in turn creating the rhythmical 
ebb and flow of the floor-strewn droplets.

Experiencing small drops of light falling from the ceiling 
onto the gallery floor, the visitor is immersed in a shower 
of light, each droplet encircled by a vibrant halo of rainbow 
colours. In chorus, the humming sound of the mechanism 
is audible – light and sound meld into a single immersive 
and multi sensory experience, enforcing Troika’s agenda 
that science does not destroy, but rather discovers poetry 
in the patterns of nature.’ Suzanne Trocme

Troika, Falling Light, 2010
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Blair Chivers

Live Out Of Your Imagination Not Your History
2011
etched mirror on wood panel with silkscreen
30 x 30 cm open edition, various sizes

This painting is part of LUx prêt à apporter, a series  
of conceptual paintings and sculptures. Some are pro-
duced in limited editions and some in open editions.

Each LUx painting addresses seven separate and inter-
related concepts, with different layers of meaning. Here 
are four of the seven concepts, with a specific example of 
how each are present in the painting, “Live Out Of Your 
Imagination Not Your History”:

1. documentary. Every LUx painting documents an interest-
ing and powerful idea within our contemporary culture.
This painting is a reference to the culture of entrepreneur-
ship, business and leadership thinking that has become 
increasingly popular in the last few decades.

2. art history. Every LUx painting references basic art his-
torical ideas for a few reasons, one of which is educational: 
for the experienced collector we think of it like the driv-
ing range at the golf course. What seasoned collector 
doesn’t have a few momento mori around somewhere, for 
example? For the novice, these are some basic art history 
ideas and concepts which you will notice again and again 
as you learn to decipher, understand and appreciate art 
at more advanced levels.

This painting is about the classic struggle between his-
tory (tradition) and the new (imagination). Much of the 
story of art is about going beyond the prevailing beliefs, 
traditions and conventions - art history - and into the 
new: imagination. 

3. Fashion. We really like fashion and want it in there for the 
fun of it. Usually we include fashion by taking the color pal-
ette from some of our favorite fashion designers each season 
and using them in LUx, which is also produced seasonally.

This painting portrays art world fashion. Lately, mirrors 
and an arte povera aesthetic (raw, inexpensive wood) have 
been very fashionable.

4. Manifesto. The LUx line is based on a manifesto which 
in essence says that visual art could have a more powerful 
and important impact on the world and the individual if it 
were more accessible and could reach more people. This 
is the opposite to the trajectory that the art world maps 
out for their most esteemed artists. Make important work 
and keep selling it for higher and higher prices to a smaller 
and smaller audience (since fewer people can buy the work 
the more it costs). We notice this is exactly opposite the 
way all the other major arts behave, like music, literature 
and film. LUx’s Manifesto asks a lot of tough questions 
about a number of apparent inconsistencies and offers 
some ideas as possible solutions.

On this painting we’ve indicated the manifesto by affixing 
a label on the back like its a mass produced brand. It isn’t 
technically a mass produced brand at the moment but it 
could be and may well be, which is the point. Does that 
change how you feel about the work? Should it?

5, 6 and 7. The last three concepts are not explained 
because we think its nice when a work of art unfolds over 
time. We use the hidden layers to further illustrate the 
difference between owning and living with a work of art, 
spending hours with it over the course of years or even 
a lifetime, compared to the experience of consuming it 
in a few minutes at a gallery or museum. Owning quality 
conceptual art is a luxury very few experience.
hic finis est

Blair Chivers, Live Out Of Your Imagination Not Your History, 2011
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Aldo Chaparro
Lima, Perú, 1965

The Space between Now and Then
2011
Acrylic paint on wall
Variable Dimensions

Over the years, Aldo Chaparro has produced various text 
works in a number of media; from cut-outs in carpet to 
letters constructed with aluminum or stainless steel, from 
neon and sculptured styrofoam to inflatables and LED.

Functioning as an editor of culture his work de-contex-
tualises frases coming from movies, songs and conceptual 
art, either modifying or evidencing their meaning, which, 
at times, is completely void of content.

Chaparro created The Space Between Now and Then, 
as a sight specific work that borrows from the title of the 
exhibition. Whereby in a singular action that cannot be 
reproduced identically, Chaparro splashed green paint on 
top of vinyl letters placed on the wall that connects both 
old and new gallery spaces. Once the paint has bounced, 
dripped and dried in its natural way, the letters are peeled 
revealing the text on the wall. Hinting of its production 
process this work functions as a result of an action whose 
initial outcome will be later transformed by rain and the 
deteriorating effects of time, once again making a poi-
gnant comment on the title.

Aldo Chaparro, The space between now and then, 2011
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Untitled by Theo Michael with Plant Ficitons by TroikaTree Table Lamp and Revolt (body) Table by Atelier Van Lieshout and Game of the Possible II by Jose Dávila
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Jose Dávila
Guadalajara, México, 1974

Game of the Possible II
2008
Acrylic and Chinese Ink on Canvas
Print on photographic paper mounted on aluminum
200 x 150 canvas
26 x 20 cm photograph

Game of the Possible II, 2008, is an exercise which explores 
the possible encounters of chance. In this case, a single 
brush with wet paint tied to an air balloon playfully floats 
and bounces off a canvas which is placed horizontally. This 
game of the possible is played twice, one with red paint 
and one with black. The result of such a simple exercise 
is a painting which conveys a zen action traced in a medi-
tative state. A small black and white photograph of the 
balloon drifting on the canvas is placed on a shelf next to 
the painting evidences the creation process and reminds 
us of the uncontrollable beauty of chance.

Jose Dávila’s work, nurtured by his architecture forma-
tion, makes constant reflections about modern architec-
ture and urbanism, forecasting in its failures. Humor and 
emotions, melancholy and loss, all come into play through 
the apparently basic forms with which the artist creates 
his work. With reference to the work of Buckminster Fuller 
and the utopist architectures of the 20th century, Davila 
achieves vital structural contradictions. His hybrid struc-
tures become simultaneously warm and cold, light and 
heavy, producing signs of functionality, which are impos-
sible to discern.

Jose Dávila, Game of the Possible II, 2008
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Tree Table Lamp
2009
Bronze
50 x 50 x 73 cm

A tree converted to a lamp with man like figures – growing 
from the tree, again playing with illumination and the cycle 
of life, the duality of nature between life and death- sculp-
ture and function.

The work a comment on lamps and design and the fri-
volity of luxury high end design and decor - taking a dark 
approach to life and light within existence - the passing of 
time over the course of nature, light and art are eternal.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Tree Table Lamp, 2009, Photo & Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Atelier Van Lieshout
Ravenstein, Netherlands, 1963

Revolt (body) Table
2009
Fiberglass
105 x 100 x 67 cm

Revolt is the name of a design style that Joep Van Lieshout 
used for some time while he was exploring and creat-
ing a larger context and body of work in parallel with his 
obsession with a utopian or dystopian universe known 
as “Slave City”; during which time he sculpted furniture 
out of his own sculpted corpses—“I sculpted hundreds 
of corpses & often would take from bodies and put them 
aside until I might find a suitable corpse and then cut 
them up make a composition of it… basically… sculpture 
transformed to furniture by basically adding functional 
element like table top or shelf”. Investigating the body as 
architecture has been a current or vein coursing through 
the sculptural practice and obsession of the artist, life and 
death, re-cycling and many forms of sustainability in the 

“cycle of life“ transcends from both the larger narratives 
of large scale installations, projects, schematics, draw-
ings and calculations that then take life in other realms of 
Van Lieshout’s practice, from paintings and drawings to 
sculpture, architecture and functional furniture.

Atelier Van Lieshout, Revolt Table, 2009, Photo & Copyright: Atelier Van Lieshout
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Iñaki Bonillas
Ciudad de México, 1981

Las ideas del espejo (The Mirror’s Ideas)
2009
Digital print on cotton paper 
54 x 75 cm c/u

There is no object, which fulfills its function more diligently 
than a mirror, and none more reliable: the image it reflects 
(of ourselves and of the world) is the most exact copy 
that can ever exist. More than that: the specular reflec-
tion is perhaps the only possibility of the truly identical, 
of the absolute unfolding –it is not fortuitous that the 
word reflection includes in its Latin origin the sense of “a 
bending back”. How many times, however, have we felt, 
to our utter restlessness, that the mirror does not reveal 
the truth but instead it modifies it, ever so slightly: Is this 
how I look? In fact –and because the mirror will always 
show us images in reverse, we have to say that there is 
no perfect mirror simply because physics doesn’t allow 
it: the tinniest curvature on its surface can seriously alter 
what we see. Jean Cocteau was fond of saying that mir-
rors should think very carefully before reflecting images 
(which are not always the ones we want to see). But who 
is to say that they do not: maybe mirrors have their own 
ideas about the world (after all, they are devoted to con-
templation), and from time to time, they decide to take a 
few… how to call them? poetic licenses? It might seem so 
to us when, for example, in a photograph, a mirror is acci-
dentally included in the shot, whose reflection give us the 
impression of being visually independent of the rest of the 
picture. Thus, in the middle of a scene, let us say, a family 
scene, suddenly a void opens up, one that seems intent on 
stealing the shot, on taking the gaze to some other place, 
otherwise invisible: the garden for example; the painting 
that decorates the “fourth wall” (the one that in theater is 
occupied by the spectators); the photographer’s shadow; 

the revealing look in the lover’s eyes, etc. That condition 
of something being at once inside and, rebelliously, out-
side the frame is what inspires the series, “Las ideas del 
espejo”: an approach to those photographic images that 
randomly emerge—by the mirror’s will—from within an 
original shot (the one intended by the author). Its purpose 
is, then, to create an archive from these pictures that no 
one really shot, but are in there nonetheless. 

Iñaki Bonillas, Las ideas del espejo (The Mirror’s Ideas), 2009
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Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir &  
Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir
Iceland, 1969 & 1977

Tower of Now
2010-2011
Wood frame, cashregister tape and peso coins
597 x 160 x 160 cm

Tower of Now is a collaborative work of the Icelandic art-
ists Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir and Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir. 
The Tower of Now was our contribution to No Soul for 
Sale, Festival of Independents that took place at the ten-
year anniversary of Tate Modern in London 2010, on that 
occasion the tower was made in relation to the space and 
architecture of the Turbine Hall.

Tower of Now, was constructed from hundreds of unfurled 
heat-sensitive cash register rolls weighted down by 
Icelandic 10 krona coins. Conceived in the context of the 
festival, the museum, the city of London and the turbulence 
of social changes in the wake of economical meltdown of 
our native country. Alluding The Monument, which was built 
to commemorize The Great Fire of London (1666), which is 
a scientific instrument disguised as a work of art. Tower of 
Now symbolizes the potentiality of clean slate, high hopes 
and visionary dreams. At same time the materials signal in 
their compelling simplicity scrutinizing of current global 
conditions. This time Tower of Now has been fitted to one 
of the exhibition spaces of Galeria OMR in Mexico City 
and instead of the Icelandic Krona, the Mexican peso was 
used as a weight to hold the blank cash register rolls down.

Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir & Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir, Tower of Now - Mexican addition 2011, 2010-2011
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Theo Micheal
Panorama, Greece, 1978

Untitled
2011
Wood and stone
30 x 36 x 24 cm

The work arranged to look like artifacts oscillate between 
the fragility of the structure and the roughness of the 
stone. There is sort of cosmic history whose timeline is 
unknown in his works. 

Theo Micheal, Untitled, 2011
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Troika

Plant Fiction 
2010
Series of 5 photographs and texts Edition 3 of 5  
C-type prints and 5 artist written texts, framed  
various dimensions

Plant Fiction is an exploration into the role of nature in 
Western civilization, where over time, men have succeeded 
to define culture -especially the city- as a social concept 
intrinsically opposite to nature, a concept in which our 
drive for technological development and cultural refine-
ment is fueled by the quest to control and understand 
nature. In this quest, guided by reason and human prog-
ress, modern natural sciences are developed to achieve 
a technological mastery over natural processes and an 
endless stream of new products and technologies is intro-
duced into contemporary society validated by its promise 
to improve the comforts of living and increase the overall 
level of human well-being.

Inadvertently this technological progress has led to the 
inverse consequence of fossil fuel consumption, popula-
tion growth, urban expansion or deforestation, ultimately 
placing a greater strain on the continuation of future 
resources due to pollution, resource depletion and the 
loss of biodiversity.

The title, ‘Plant Fiction’ layers facts, fiction, myth, history, 
radical thinking and researches our present-day relation-
ship with nature and culture, green and the city. Five sce-
narios, each formed around a fictitious plant species are 
placed on location in a London of the near-future. Each 
kind is utilized to improve a familiar man-made condi-
tion. In these near-future scenarios Troika imagined plants 
that would self-decompose in gain of biofuels, plants that 
excrete unique pigments to be implemented in security 
devices, creepers that can sense air-borne viruses and 
plants that reclaim gold from electronic circuits found in 
landfills, thus evoking prospective scenarios while uncover-
ing our often short-sighted and utilitarian view on nature 
and mankind’s relationship to it.

Plant Fiction was purchased for the permanent col-
lections of he Art Institute of Chicago and the Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem.

Troika, Plant Fiction, 2010
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Gabriel de la Mora
Colima, México, 1968

A.M. 20-3
2011
Intervened vintage Photographs
35 x 35 x 4.5 cm
De la Mora Series

For this series Gabriel de la Mora worked with photo-
graphs made from stills of mid-twentieth century Mexican 
films, scratching the image away from its paper support, 
saving the scraps.

The artist plays with the idea of presence and absence, 
challenging the notion of the form itself.
 
Some of the movies, which the images were taken from are:

“Amar fue su pecado” (1950), “Jefe” (1950), “La oveja negra” 
(1949), “Mala Hembra” (1950), “Meche Barba” (1951) and 

“Un dorado de Villa” (1966).

Gabriel de la Mora, A.M. 20-3, 2011
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Gabriel de la Morra
Colima, México, 1968

Postal
2011
2,023 post it notes and pencil in a paper block  
under plexiglass
60.4 x 43.7 x 12.8 cm

Gabriel de la Mora’s work parts from a definition of art 
whereby matter is not created or destroyed but really 
transformed. In Postal, 2011, 2,023 post-it notes of differ-
ent colors and sizes are carefully placed between short 
stubs of paper in a custom made block. Like a heavily 
referenced book, each post-it marks a spot within the 
papers where the artist has written a word, creating a 
fragile and formal landscape of shapes and colors that 
takes the form of latent information. Using the line as his 
main character, De La Mora is able to raise a dialogue 
between drawing and sculpture, the two-dimensional and 
the three-dimensional. In his work we find an interplay 
between the dichotomies of figuration and abstraction, 
the baroque and minimalism, innocence and cruelty, the 
traditional and the experimental.

Gabriel de la Morra, Postal, 2011
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Pixelated Nude by Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, A.M. 20-3 by Gabriel de la Mora Second to the Right, and Straight on Till Morning by Jorge Méndez Blake, Surrounding and you by Jeppe Hein
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Pixelated Nude
2011
Acrylic, powder coated metal, carpet tiles
32” x 54” x 12”
Artist’s Proof

The Pixelated Nude is often seen accompanying a Frag 
painting. The nude is made out of thick acrylic plastic, 
rather than marble or glass. In this case, the synthetic is 
superior to the natural material. Marchine-cut and hand 
finished, Pixelated Nude, is born of simple engineering; the 
nude, in digital low-resolution form, resting precariously 
but balanced on a deep black pedestal table. However, 
this sculpture is a challenge to make because no machine 
can cut it to a full finish, and the finishing work required to 
make it adds an element of the hand-crafted. Speaking 
about Marman and Borins’ works in this manner is impor-
tant, because production and the themes of facture often 
are a major consideration for them.

The figure is reflected in the table suggesting an infinity or 
duality, but also the notion of aura and presence. These 
notions unfold as interplay: the figure is both produced 
properly and improperly; it has elegance, and feminin-
ity, but is also rough and unresolved because of its poor 
resolution. Historical connotations in the form betray a 
connection to Henry Moore who betrays a connection 
to Pablo Picasso whom of course was a great synthesizer 
of so many sources. If this work raises questions about 
how seeing is socially constructed in art, in terms of ref-
erences historically, or to the nude, then in what ways 
does Pixelated Nude contextualize these ideas? and in 
what ways does it contextualize these ideas within the 
social effects on seeing in a digital age of instant visual 
dissemination? Situated on a set of coloured carpet floor 
tiles, these squares suggest a grid-system where space 
is divided, valued, and quantified - on the X and Y coor-
dinates of a chart. 

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Pixelated Nude, 2011
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Frag
2011
Acrylic on Archival Gesso-board
24” x 24”

The technique for making Frag involves painting several 
layers of pigment onto the flat gesso-board surface. Each 
colour is mixed separately and kept in a container. From 
this technique implied, is that this painting is a chart - as a 
method of production. Or in other words, there is some-
thing non-romantic and synthetic about the process.

Thematically the painting can also be seen as a fragment, 
or a ‘frag’ - a broken unit of virtual space. Fragment implies 
that the painting is conversely a small-cross section of 
something larger. Namely, it can refer to the fragmentation 
that occurs on computer hard drives. These concepts are 
relevant to finding a pathway into new ways of expressing 
abstraction in the digital age. How does contemporary 
art respond to the automation of everyday life? In what 
ways do aesthetic truths remain universal in painting in 
the digital age? Historical references to Ellsworth Kelly 
and Gerhard Richter are seen in the work, but they are 
flattened and made parallel because Frag also refers to 
Pantone Charts, and to Adobe colour spaces. In the virtual 
world computers make no distinction when sorting data 
to be written and re-written on hard-drives, but humans 
surely do when that drive becomes corrupted.

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Frag, 2011
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Jorge Méndez Blake
Guadalajara, México, 1974

Second to the Right, and Straight on Till Morning
2011 a 10 años
Bronze and Books installation
Aprox. 35 x 100 x 30 cm.

In Second to the Right, and Straight on Till Morning, 
Jorge Méndez Blake again makes use of the interminable 
resources of literature to explore the conceptual anchor 
between fiction, form and meaning. In this piece he refers 
to Peter Pan, written by James Matthew Barrie in 1904. The 
piece consists of at least thirty volumes from all different 
editorials of Barrie’s masterpiece story that the artist has 
come by in past years. The books are placed on a shelf and 
held in place by a divided bronze cast of NeverLand island 
that the artist sculpted from the stories descriptions. The 
title of the work comes from the instructions on how to 
get to Neverland taken directly from the book. Because 
of other existing volumes of the same children’s story by 
other editorials, Mendez Blake proposes an ongoing ten 
year contract whereby he will send the collector the fol-
lowing editions of Peter Pan he finds during his journeys, 
this way, like the classic story, the piece will continue to 
grow with time.

Jorge Méndez Blake, Second to the Right, and Straight on Till Morning, 2011-On going
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Jeppe Hein
Copenhagen, Denmark, 1972

Surrounding and you
2009
Mirror, aluminum and motor
23 1/2 in (59.7 cm) diameter of each mirror
Ed. 2/3, 2 APs

Three round and double-sided mirrors hang from the ceil-
ing at eye level and in a distance to each other allowing 
visitors to move around them. Each mirror turns around 
its own axis very slowly and subtly, all of them in oppo-
site directions. Thus, the mirrors reflect the entire sur-
rounding from various perspectives enabling the viewer 
to look at different parts of the space at the same time. 
Moreover, the double reflection created by overlapping 
mirror images at a certain position of all three mirrors, 
extend the space to infinity.

Jeppe Hein, Surrounding and you, 2009
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Mini Cave
2010
Clay, sand, paint, MDF
4.5” x 8.5” x 4”
Ed 3 of 5 (plus 1 AP)

This cave is the smallest in a series of caves that Marman 
and Borins have built. The fabrication method for this cave 
is to use self-drying modelling clay, to shape it into form, 
and then to cover it with powdered sand on the surface. The 
finished sculpture is then mounted onto its lacquer coated 
base background, and the seams are obscured to make 
the transition from the background appear contiguous.

The orgins of the cave works go back to 2008, when 
Marman and Borins built their first cave called the Jihad 
Cave. While it may seem less artful to bring concepts into 
the artistic realm so literally, Marman and Borins differ 
in their outlook on this. The situation of highlighting or 
elucidating the absurd in real life by bringing it into the 
gallery context in a relatively realistic manner should not 
be discounted as a strategy. Miniaturization is also an 
interesting strategy in formulating a system of control for 
the viewer. The viewer is empowered when taking in this 
art work, or the subject has been made into caricature.

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Mini Cave, 2010
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Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins
Toronto, Canada, 1965 & 1974

Bit Laden
2010
India Ink on Canson Paper
17” x 20”

The methodology of making a watercolour painting involves 
the concept of letting the saturated pigment, floating in 
the water, coming of the brush, blend into other colours 
and forms on the surface of the paper.

This image is different. In an unforgiving medium, 
Marman and Borins construct a watercolour image while 
being restricted to a grid formation. The act of keeping 
the fluid medium constrained within squares is absurd and 
difficult. the method of distinguishing the different squares 
so that they have varying levels of shading is laborious.

Symbolically, this methodology of facture causes meanings 
to arise: In what ways is Bin Laden a media construction? 
Was his identity as presented in the mass media a fabrica-
tion? or was he real? In what ways is this image a portrait 
of the man on a symbolic and metaphorical level? 

The title Bit Laden refers to the “bit” in computer 
language - which is the short-form for binary digit, the 
smallest form of media that can be stored on a computer. 
Consequently this image in its title and construction, 
refers to the digital age of which Bin Laden was/is very 
much a part of.

Jennifer Marman & Daniel Borins, Bit Laden, 2010
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rAndom International
S Wood / England 1980,  
F Ortkrass / Germany 1975, 
H Koch / Germany 1975

Temporary Printing Machine
2011
Corian frame, custom electronics, custom software, 
light reactive screen print on canvas, camera, computer
1.7 m x 1.15 m

Temporary Printing Machine is the archetypal blank can-
vas. The installation engages you, the spectator, with a 
large-scale, ephemeral representation of yourself. All 
evidence of the encounter exists only in the moment of 
interaction between the viewer and the work. Gradually, 
moment and image fade away, never to be repeated. The 
installation questions both the traditional concept and 
content of the portrait as preserving memory through 
image making. Rather, it creates an elusive presence of 
entropy. A self-portrait now becomes a profoundly self-
reflexive experience which illuminates the poignancy of 
the lost moment and the impermanence of existence. The 
piece follows an aesthetic of presence and erasure that 
rAndom has been developing over time through a variety 
of Temporary Printing Machine installations. A perma-
nent piece has been installed at the BMW HQ in Munich 
and in 2009, rAndom‘s Study For A Mirror (a predecessor) 
was accessioned into the perma- nent collection ofthe 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London.

rAndom International, Temporary Printing Machine, 2011
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assume vivid astro focus
“The democratization of technology has offered us the possi-
bility of spreading and sharing knowledge – and that equals 
empowerment. Knowledge is power, power to unfold, fight 
and direct your own life. The world we live in nowadays is 
a world in which ideas and information disseminate rapidly 
and reveal themselves in this infinite accumulative unfolding 
looping process. You have the feeling of being devoured 
by this infinite swirl of information black hole. We are bom-
barded daily by an amount of information without any 
precedents. But the power of the Internet and its sharing 
capabilities have improved exponentially not only our access 
to knowledge but also our perception, communication and 
expression capabilities. This has given way to a new kind of 
human species, capable of absorbing and digesting loads 
of information at high speeds. A new cross breed between 
a human and a virus is born, whose essence is based on 
the idea of contamination, and the existence in different 
dimensions and bodies, commuting easily between them. 
VIRUS HOMO SAPIEN. Obsession, curiosity, generosity and 
anxiety are center elements in our projects – particular mind 

sets necessary to cover every single aspect related to the 
ideas we are discussing at a given moment. Space and time 
are multi-layered and multi-faceted – and people’s percep-
tion/experience of the world is finally heading the same way. 
Our minds and dreams are ahead of laws, politics, social 
codes, ethics and even technology. We live in a world of 
unaccomplished dreams. Nevertheless, we are also having 
a more vivid taste of these dreams today, because of knowl-
edge spread. We have a better understanding nowadays 
of how we can have a better living. Unfortunately there are 
a few generations that came before us that keep holding 
these views back. But they will eventually fade away. The 
pressure is strong and they won’t be able to hold it for too 
long. For instance: does anybody doubt that music will be 
free in the near future? We know it will and we know why 
it’s not still. People want that and that’s what we will get 
sometime soon. In our own way and in a very general sense, 
this is the core belief of all avaf projects: freedom to share/
spread/absorb/assume/contaminate/inseminate/devour.“
www.cheapcream.com

Atelier Van Lieshout
Atelier Van Lieshout experiments with sculpture, design, 
painting and architecture to create thematic bodies of 
work. Created under the leadership of Joep Van Lieshout, 
who founded AVL in 1995, the works strive to push such 
themes as political ideology, organic philosophy and exis-
tence itself to the furthest limits. AVL gained international 
recognition for their living sculptural installations that 
often function to establish and assert or question indepen-
dence, or for the genius - out-takes by the creator Joep Van 
Lieshout who simultaneously invents objects that straddle 
and balance ont he boundary between art , architecture 
and design. These works are practical, uncomplicated and 
substantial. Recurring themes in the work are: autarky, 
power, politics , f and the more classical themes of life 
and death - and nature itself.

Combining Surrealist and Minimalist forms, AVL cre-
ate striking works, often with controversial or sinister 
nuances. At the same time, the works can convey humour, 
inspite of their perversions and longing for freedom and 
disdain for limitation.

The human body is a motif that frequently re-occurs in 
their oeuvre. Van Lieshout has commented that he con-
siders the body to be ‘divine architecture’. For him, to 
incorporate bold organic structures into all facets of his 
practice is natural. Jubilee Tree (2009) and Body Table I 
and II (2009), distort the human form so it becomes an 
unconventional medium for the everyday object, inverting 
the principles of function.
AVL often depict sexual organs in works such as Family 
Lamp (2007), PappaMamma Lamp (2009), and Fertility 
Lamp (2009), which explore concepts of both life and death.

AVL is also renowned for creating large-scale, freestand-
ing structures such as Wombhouse (2004). The spectator is 
invited to interact with interior spaces and internal organs. 
In doing so, there is an element both of the taboo and 
of wish fulfillment. The Sensory Deprivation Skull (2007) 
literally allows the experience of entering one’s own head, 
offering a period and place of mental respite. A step on, 
the Wellness Skull (2007) houses a sauna and a bath within 
its form, offering a more physical and hedonistic type of 

relaxation. Such alternative habitats playfully fuse luxury 
with anarchic independence from conventional living.

This ideology is manifest in the production methods 
and lifestyle of AVL as much as the works. In 2001 the 
collective founded ‘AVLVille’ a ‘state’ within Rotterdam 
for the members of Atelier Van Lieshout to live and work 
communally and self -sufficiently. Employeesw were given 
land and material to build a house after a year’s work at 
AVL. Building the house themselves, to their own design, 
they can live for free at AVLville. 

AVL’s work has been exhibited at the World Expo 2010, 
Shanghai, ‘Happy Street’; V&A, London, ‘Telling Tales: 
Fantasy and Fear Contemporary Design’; Harvard University, 
Cambridge, USA, ‘Ecological Urbanism’. Among the insti-
tutions that have acquired their works are: MOMA, New 
York; FNAC, Paris; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Prada 
Foundation, Milan; Museum für Gegenwartskunst, Zürich. 

www.ateliervanlieshout.com
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Jennifer Marman and Daniel Borins
Jennifer Marman and Daniel Borins are Toronto-based 
artists who have been collaborating together for ten years.
BIO: Jennifer Marman and Daniel Borins have practiced 
sculpture, installation and media art in Toronto since 2000. 
Jennifer Marman is a graduate of the University of Western 
Ontario. Daniel Borins is a graduate of McGill University. 
Both Marman and Borins are also graduates of the Ontario 
College of Art and Design. The work of Marman and Borins 
is often intervention based - situating the visual arts within 
the context of everyday life, while simultaneously referring 
to aspects of the history of twentieth century art. Marman 
and Borins fashion these interventions as propositions on 
the status of the contemporary avant-garde. Their projects 
identify tensions that arise in the politicization, historiciza-
tion, and visuality of the artwork, often within the context 
of mass visual language, mass media, consumerism, and 
with an eye toward revisionism upon certain issues pertain-
ing to the historicization of twentieth century art. Recent 
examples of the artists’ work abound in the museum and 
public spheres. In 2009 Marman and Borins completed 

a commission for a large-scale interactive work for the 
Martin Prosperity Institute, headed by renowned urban 
theorist Richard Florida, at the MaRS building in Toronto. 
In the fall of 2008 Marman and Borins participated in a 
group sculpture show at the National Gallery of Canada 
entitled Caught in the Act. Upcoming public projects 
include a sculpture commission for Downsview Subway 
Station received from the Toronto Transit Commission, 
and a commission for an outdoor sculpture at a high-rise 
building by the Toronto waterfront. Currently, Marman 
and Borins are exhibiting at the Albright-Knox Gallery in 
Buffalo. Marman and Borins have an upcoming solo exhibi-
tion at the Art Gallery of Hamilton in 2013. Marman and 
Borins’ work is in the collection of the National Gallery of 
Canada, The University of Toronto, the City of Toronto, 
and York University.

STATEMENT: Jennifer Marman and Daniel Borins have 
been making large-format sculpture, mixed media, instal-
lation and electronic art since 2000. Intervening upon 
institutional and public spaces, their work often con-
textualizes visual art squarely within everyday life while 
simultaneously referring to and reassessing twentieth 
century art history: its utopias, polemics, and formal 
one-upmanship. Concurrently, their work discusses con-
temporary museum modalities within the context of ide-
ological stances levelled by globalized market forces. 
In doing so, Marman and Borins expose the tensions 

arising between the historicity, formalism and politici-
zation of the artwork to produce new meanings from 
them. Marman and Borins express these concepts not 
only through art historical references, but also through 
popular design strategies and industrial-based materials. 
Their works’ aesthetics and style often conflates mass 
communications with references that deconstruct the 
history of ideological movements in twentieth century 
art. Marman and Borins also pursue a strategy of formal 
mutability, in which they define form by subject matter 
rather than by self-expression. This mutability illustrates 
the problem the artists have with contemporary visual 
art and meaning-making: the art world cannot keep up 
with the pace of the world, and the contemporary artist 
is then a minor grammarian in a sea of visual culture. In 
turn, the artists posit strategies of visual resistance.They 
use paradox and authorial de-centering to mirror a homo-
geneous political landscape in an attempt to resist the 
ubiquity that overshadows all critique of it. They achieve 
this through such strategies as pairing styles of post- 
minimalism and electronic art, and by means of high-art 
formalism and abstraction, transliterated into popular 
aesthetics. Marman and Borins often express these ideas 
with ironical, cynical humour and attendant ambiguity. It 
is, indeed, a formidable challenge to perform all of this 
deftly within a coherent chain of paradoxical stances, 
but it is this very challenge that drives the artists to push 
their inquiries further.

Gabriel de la Mora
Colima, Mexico, 1968. Lives and works in Mexico City.
His main interest lies in exploring personal and cultural 
identity as well as issues such as originality, identity, mem-
ory, and body portrait. In his work we find dichotomies 
as games between figuration and abstraction, baroque 
and mini- malist, innocence and cruelty, traditional and 
experimental. The line is the key element in his work, and 
generated dialogue between drawing and sculpture, the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional.

Draw and intervening objects and pictures with hair 
and other materials as well as his interest in the matter 
itself and how it can be transformed by fire or decay, while 
allowing the works to retain the original information has a 
body of concrete taken very original and full of personal 
meanings, psychological and cultural.

Likewise, abstract self-portraits made with his own 
blood, his skull drawings that reproduce and facilities that 
make up the family portrait attest to the autobiographical 
references found unsinkable his work both in addressing 
issues such as materials used for production .

Aldo Chaparro
Aldo Chaparro (born in 1965 in Lima, Peru) lives in Mexico 
City since the end of the eighties. He works mainly with 
sculpture, painting and design and is known for expanding 
the boundaries that separate art from other disciplines, 
making of this frontier his central theme. Through differ-
ent mediums, Chaparro remixes and edits references from 
the mediatic world pushing aside the notions of past and 
future to offer a present where simultaneousness co-exists. 
He is also the publisher of Celeste Magazine and editorial 
director of Celeste Editorial Group one of the most influ-
ential contemporary culture publishers from Latin America.
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Troika
Troika is a London collective founded by Eva Rucki, Conny 
Freyer and Sebastien Noel who are widely known for 
their experimental practise, sculptures, installations and 
projects that provoke and employ a cross-disciplinary 
approach and intersect between sculpture, architecture, 
and contemporary installation.

They met while studying at the Royal College of Art 
and subsequently started their studio in 2003.

Often merging technology with their artistic practice 
as a point of departure but also to actify the installations, 
Troika’s work explores the intersection of scientific thought, 
observation and human experience in a rational and ratio-
nalized world, and describes how logic and reason live in 
the presence of the metaphysical and surreal.

While their work is often filled with polarities — solitude 
and interaction, transition and permanence, the artificial 
and the natural — their interest lies within man’s resolve 
to synthesize these opposites.

In a spirit of optimism, they draw connections between 
radically different situations and look at our surroundings 

from a different perspective while setting the scene with 
scenarios and experiences that are notable in their formal 
simplicity and often touch upon our innate memories of 
sound, sight and movement.

Since establishing the studio in 2003 Troika’s work 
has been exhibited, amongst others, at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum London, The Art Institute of Chicago, 
Tate Britain and MoMA New York. In 2010 Troika were 
selected to create three art installations for the UK 
Pavilion at the World Expo Shanghai. Troika’s work is 
represented in the permanent collections of the Israel 
Museum Jerusalem, British Council, The Art Institute of 
Chicago, Victoria and Albert Museum and the Museum 
Of Modern Art New York.

Troika has authored two books to date: Digital by 
Design, Thames and Hudson, 2008; Moscow Style, 
Booth-Clibborn Editions, 2005, and, in 2009, won the 
D&AD Yellow Pencil for their digital sculpture ‘Cloud’ in 
London Heathrow Terminal 5 and their kinetic installation 

‘Palindrome’ for the V&A in 2011.

troika@troika.uk.com

Troika
(Conny Freyer, Sebastien Noel, Eva Rucki)

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer was born in Mexico City in 1967. 
In 1989 he received a B.Sc. in Physical Chemistry from 
Concordia University in Montréal, Canada.

Electronic artist, develops interactive installations 
that are at the intersection of architecture and perfor-
mance art. His main interest is in creating platforms for 
public participation, by perverting technologies such as 
robotics, computer- ized surveillance or telematic net-
works. Inspired by phantasmagoria, carnival and anima-
tronics, his light and shadow works are “antimonuments 
for alien agency”.

His work has been commissioned for events such as 
the Millennium Celebrations in Mexico City (1999), the 
Cultural Capital of Europe in Rotterdam (2001), the UN 
World Summit of Cities in Lyon (2003), the opening of 
the YCAM Center in Japan (2003), the Expansion of the 
European Union in Dublin (2004), the memorial for the 
Tlatelolco Student Massacre in Mexico City (2008), the 
50th Anniversary of the Guggenheim Museum in New 
York (2009) and the Winter Olympics in Vancouver (2010).

His kinetic sculptures, responsive environments, video 
installations and photographs have been shown in muse-
ums in four dozen countries. In 2007 he was the first artist 
to officially represent Mexico at the Venice Biennale with 
a solo exhibition at Palazzo Soranzo Van Axel. He has also 
shown at Art Biennials in Sydney, Liverpool, Shanghai, 
Istanbul, Seville, Seoul, Havana and New Orleans. His work 
is in private and public collections such as the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York, the Jumex collection in Mexico, 
the Museum of 21st Century Art in Kanazawa, the Daros 
Foundation in Zürich and TATE in London.

He has received two BAFTA British Academy Awards 
for Interactive Art in London, a Golden Nica at the Prix 
Ars Elec- tronica in Austria, a distinction at the SFMOMA 
Webby Awards in San Francisco, “Artist of the year” Rave 
Award in Wired Magazine, a Rockefeller fellowship, the 
Trophée des Lumières in Lyon and an International Bauhaus 
Award in Dessau.

He has given many workshops and conferences, among 
them at Goldsmiths college, the Bartlett school, Princeton, 

Harvard, UC Berkeley, Cooper Union, MIT MediaLab, 
Guggenheim Museum, LA MOCA, Netherlands Architecture 
In- stitute and the Art Institute of Chicago. His writing 
has been published in Kunstforum (Germany), Leonardo 
(USA), Performance Research (UK), Telepolis (Germany), 
Movimiento Actual (Mexico), Archis (Netherlands), Aztlán 
(USA) and other art and media publications.

Cardinal Directions, 2010, is a kinetic sculpture which 
consists of a surveillance monitor that displays an extract 
of Vi- cente Huidobro’s poem “Altazor” (1919-1931). 
Refering to the geography of his native Chile, Huidobro 
wrote “The four cardinal directions are three: North and 
South”. When a presence is detected by infrared sensors, 
the monitor starts to rotate. As the poem is “geolocated” 
it always aligns itself to the cardinal points, and the pub-
lic must walk around the piece in order to read it, like a 
kind of periscope.
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Mounir Fatmi 
Mounir Fatmi builds spaces and plays of language which 
particularly release the word of those which look at them. 
Its vidéos, installations, drawings, paintings or sculptures 
put at the day our ambiguities, our doubts, our fears, our 
desires. They point current our world, which occurs in the 
accident and reveals the structure, they indicate our crite-
ria and our symptoms. Its glance on the world becomes our 
glance: hyper-density of the continuous flow of information 
which us through weaves a network between transparency 
and misunderstanding.

Since 1999, the work of Mounir Fatmi was shown in 
several centers of arts, biennial and museums, in particu-
lar withMigros Museum für Gegenwarskunst Zurich, with 
Museum Kunst Palast, Düsseldorf, with Center George 
Pompidou, Paris, with Moderna Musset, Stockholm and 
with Mori Art Museum from Tokyo

It took part in 5th biennial of Kwangju, South Korea, and 
the 2nd biennial one of Seville. 7th biennial of Dakar, 
the 1st Triennial one of Luanda. In 2007, its work was 
selected with 8th biennial of Charjah, like with the 52ème 
biennial of Venice.

Jose Dávila
Jose Dávila’s work takes from his training as an architect 
and constantly reflects upon modern architecture and 
urbanism, their previsions and failures. Humor and emo-
tions, melancholy and a sense of loss; each one of these 
variables is expressed through the seemingly elementary 
shapes and materials Dávila uses for his pieces. Taking 
Buckminster Fuller or the architectonic utopias of the 
XXth Century as a reference, Dávila approaches those 
vital contradictions of structures that propose hybrids in 
frameworks that are at the same time warm and cold, light 
and heavy; he produces apparently functional signs, but 
said function is impossible to discern.

Jorge Mendez Blake 
Guadalajara, Jalisco, 1974. Lives and works in Guadalajara.
The work of Jorge Méndez Blake relates classical literature 
with contemporary architecture and visual arts to perform 
installations, drawings and interventions based on the 
notion of “library”, understood not only as a receptor 
that accumulates knowledge, but as an object with formal 
possibilities endless.

Recent work by Méndez Blake between fiction and real-
ity to merge the architecture of places like the François 
Mitter- rand Library in Paris, or the Seattle Public Library, 
with landscapes, and passages, of fantastic literature, to 
become cultural metaphors whose meaning is expand-
ing to various areas of knowledge. In this way, literature 
becomes a tool that articulates situations, places and 
objects where each piece is full of theoretical meanings 
relate to each other.

In the work of Méndez Blake comes from a visual dia-
logue with the literature, to create complex works that 
provide a specific way to situations that occur only in the 
realm of imagination and desire.

rAndom International
rAndom International was founded in 2002 by Stuart Wood, 
Florian Ortkrass and Hannes Koch. After graduating from 
the Royal Collage of Art, they set up the studio to expand 
the perspective of contemporary artistic practice. rAn-
dom develops installations that encourage a performative 
relationship between the animate (audience) and inani-
mate (object or space). The studio’s work invites human 
presence to bring artificial intelligence to life, creating an 
interaction that is distinct in its physicality.

The studio was recognised as ‘Designers of the Future’ 
at Design Miami / Art Basel 2010. In 2009, their Audience 
installation received an honourable mention at Prix Ars 
Electronica and in 2007 The Observer named rAndom 
among the top ten designers in the UK. The studio’s 
awards include: the iF Design Award in 2005 and 2006; 
the Wallpaper* Design Award 2006; the Creative Futures 
Award in 2005. 

In 2011 rAndom premiered their ‘Fly’ installation at the 
4th Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art, while June 
saw the unveiling of ‘Swarm Study / III’ "a large-scale 
light installation permanently on display at the Victoria & 
Albert Museum. Earlier works form part of the V&A’s per-
manent collection and that of MoMA (New York). ‘Reflex’, 
rAndom’s biggest public installation to date, currently 
inhabits the windows of the Wellcome Trust Collection in 
London, and the scenography developed by the studio for 
Wayne McGregor’s latest production, ‘FAR’, is presently 
on world tour. Spring 2012 will see rAndom’s first solo 
exhibition in the US, at the The University of Michigan 
Museum of Art (UMMA).
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José Arnaud-Bello
The work of José Arnaud Bello constructs connections 
among apparently discrete disciplines and fields of knowl-
edge. In it, references to Architecture, Sculpture, Land Art 
and Conceptual Art are integrated with perspectives com-
ing from other fields like Sociology, Epistemology, Physics, 
Economy or Geology. Independently of their particular 
working medium and context, each one of his projects is 
defined by a clear sculptural interest, an interest on the pro-
cesses through which things take form and on the variables 
involved in them. This is not a concern for form by itself but 
for the rational mechanisms through which we make sense 
of it as well as for the historical processes that generate it.

In this view, form takes an almost epistemological value 
and the work of José Arnaud Bello is devoted to identify-
ing, unveiling and manipulating the formal processes that 
are triggered when a certain way of thinking, understand-
ing things and acting collides with a specific material or 
spatial condition.

In an age where information circulates in a more agile way 
than objects, José Arnaud Bello understands the artistic 
work as necessarily involved in its own communication. In 
that sense, the objects, spaces and/or actions that emerge 
from his practice become relevant as they take part of a 
larger narrative, as they act as documents, means of com-
munication and tools for making/thinking.

His pieces are then collections of documents of a 
particular way of making and thinking on form. These 
documents vary in their medium; they range from the 
object and space itself to photography, drawings, video, 
stories and text.

Jeppe Hein
Jeppe Hein (born 1974, Copenhagen, Denmark) is an artist 
based in Berlin and Copenhagen. Hein is widely known 
for his production of experiential and inter- active art-
works that can be positioned at the junction where art, 
architecture, and technical inventions intersect. Notable 
in their formal simplicity and frequent use of humor, his 
sculptures and installations engage in a lively dialogue 
with the traditions of Minimalism and Conceptual art of 
the 1970s. Hein’s works often feature surprising and cap-
tivating elements which place spectators at the centre of 
events and focus on their experience and perception of 
the surrounding space.

Blair Chivers
Toronto

We’ve had such an unconventional art career that it seems 
almost pointless to try to conform at this point with a 
proper bio and CV. We are self-taught, a stance we learned 
after trying to solve the problems of the world through 
economics and then philosophy during undergrad. Rather 
than adopt the conventions that are perhaps inherent in 
many art schools, we formulated our own opinions and 
practices in an effort to examine art world issues from 
a fresh and original perspective. Until recent years, we 
mostly avoided the art world with considerable vigour. The 
result is that our bio and CV would perhaps be more suited 
to the gossip pages than any sort of scholarly summing 
up. We also suspect the bio and CV is a way of reassuring 
investors. There is nothing wrong with this of course, its 
how the art world sensibly works at this time, but since 
our practice is partly about stripping away the investment 
aspect of art it seems somewhat hypocritical to contribute 
something that may prevent that. 

If our pieces feel like quality works of conceptual art then 
one of our goals has been attained. 

We notice a kind of ideal universal access in the music 
world, in literature, design, fashion and film, while the art 
world seems somewhat old fashioned or tradition bound. 
We believe art to be of great benefit to humankind and 
our work is about serving creative, intelligent and passion-
ate people who may or may not be on a path of extreme 
financial abundance. Our work is in schools and banks 
and owned by a large spectrum of people, from labour-
ers to venture capitalists. The work is made accessible to 
many levels of society by removing the ideas of financial 
appreciation and exclusivity. The mid-century modernists 
were famous for trying to remove unnecessary elements 
of painting, searching for the purest forms possible. Our 
approach is similar, stripping the investment reward and 
exclusion from the open edition works in an effort to see 
if anything interesting remains. 

We are rigorous about the quality of energy and 
thought that goes into planning and production but the 
rule is it must be made rather quickly and if necessary, by 
assistants. We like the mistakes and the accidents that are 

sometimes forced on the work by limited time constraints. 
We believe the artistry is more in the concept and the 
concept is well served by artworks that do not take too 
much expensive time and labour to craft. 

We approach the intersection of art and design from the 
art side of the equation, bringing art into the design world by 
producing (theoretically) large quantities at accessible prices. 

The collectors of our limited editions and unique works 
understand this unusual aspect of our practice and the 
possible threat that mass manufacturing smaller works 
could pose to the long term values of the larger and rarer 
pieces. While we completely endorse the art world’s very 
necessary investment focus, this is a new way of thinking 
about and approaching a conceptual art practice. It is not 
really a traditional and proper practice of art making and 
neither is it reproduction. 

We call it manufactured art. 
www.manufacturedart.org

hic finis est
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Iñaki Bonillas
Since the late nineties, Iñaki Bonillas (Mexico City, 1981) 
has been establishing a relationship with photography in 
his work. With a regard for the aesthetics and the concep-
tual practices of the sixties and seventies, Iñaki Bonillas 
has been gradually isolating the constituent elements of 
photography and connecting them with other procedures. 
In 2003 Bonillas introduced the vast photo archives of his 
grandfather, J. R. Plaza, into his work. He links together 
elements that are a priori incompatible: on the one hand 
a personal, biographical narrative that consists of private 
anecdotes and emotions, and on the other a quasi-scientific 
element of compilation, classifying, and archiving.

Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir &  
Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir
Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir
The Icelandic artist Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir makes inter-
active constellations, a group or cluster of related things, 
creating a dialog between audio sculptures and video. 
She battles with the laws of nature while playing with 
often fragile materials engineering in her self-sufficient 
way. Her projects have included fireworks made out of 
sound sensitive cold cathode lights, a frozen puddle in 
the middle of the summer, pop-up igloos and magic. 
Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir (b. 1969) studied at California 
Institute of the Arts and Skowhegan School of Painting 
and Sculpture in USA, Stadelschule in Frankfurt am Main 
and Fachhochschule Kiel in Germany, and the Icelandic 
College of Art and Crafts in Iceland. She lives and works 
in Reykjavik, Iceland and has actively exhibited her works 
internationally. She has taken on the role of a curator for 
several exhibitions and is currently a guest Professor at the 
Iceland Academy of the Arts. Hekla is one of the founders 
of Kling & Bang gallery in Reykjavik.

Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir
Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir artworks find its footing on 
a thin line between art and entertainment, catching the 
viewer’s attention without revealing careful artistic inves-
tigations into the color spectrum and principles of move-
ment and space. Certain personal symbols bear reference 
to art history, the status of the artist, statistical information, 
scientific theories and topographical contexts. Evoking a 
response similar to a child’s sense of captivation by a magi-
cian’s illusions, mixture of wonder, a touch of uncertainty, 
and a feeling of instability. Sirra Sigrún Sigur!ardóttir (b. 
1977) graduated from the Iceland Academy of the Arts 
in 2001 and continued her studies in Art Theory at the 
University of Iceland from 2003 to 2004. She is currently 
attending the Art Practice program (MFA) at School of 
Visual Art in New York city. She is one of the founders 
of Kling & Bang gallery in Reykjavik, Iceland. Sirra Sigrun 
Sigurdardottir has exhibited extensively in Iceland and 
internationally.

Theo Michael 
Theo Michael (Panorama, Thessaloniki, Greece, 1978) 
works with the idea of time as a builder and destroyer of 
space: while in the present monuments are erected for 
posterity, the future condemns them towards a tendency 
of destruction and oblivion. His work, playful at first sight, 
uses pieces of real references to challenge archaeological 
narratives and to highlight the subjectivity of historical 
construction. Using the process of collage in mixed media, 
Michael juxtaposes incompatible elements and anachro-
nisms that co-exist in theological and cultural universes 
without a specific time or space.

His drawings speak of a future in 100 million years but 
seem to come from past archaeological finds. Through a 
her- metic language laden with new meanings, Michael 
joins together images and objects that cancel the pos-
sibility of any fixed interpretation and question the value 
of history, as we know it. Through formal associations and 
the questioning of empiricism and positivism of the nine-
teenth century, and with historical, mythological, political 
and popular refer- ences, Michael postulates himself as a 

cosmic scholar who sometimes, by revealing the knowl-
edge of regression math- ematics, multiplies history and 
its meaning ad-infinitum.

Theo Michael’s work has been exhibited in his native 
Greece, Italy, United Kingdom, Thailand and Germany. 
Lives and works in Mexico City since 2010.
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About the gallery
Galería OMR was founded in 1983 by its principals Patricia 
Ortiz Monasterio and Jaime Riestra. 

Since its beginning, Galería OMR has been a major 
influence on the arts in Mexico, showing avant-garde art-
ists that have now become some of the referential points 
of the Mexican art scene.

Among the fairs in which the gallery participates are 
Zona MACO (Mexico), Art Basel (Switzerland), Art Brussels 
(Belgium) and Art Basel Miami (USA). The gallery repre-
sents emerging and established international contem-
porary artists. 

In 2009, OMR opened a project space in the anex build-
ing called el52, with the purpose of generating a new 
platform for a younger demographic of artists and a new 
basis for the gallery structure.

Natalie Kovacs
Natalie Kovacs is an international independent curator 
specializing in performance- based public art projects 
involving and exploring new media.Kovacs works with 
artists, institutions, art fairs and collectors to expand 
potential for art and new media.

Kovacs’ practise engages audiences with the environ-
ment and encourages interaction. Her recent projects 
include: avaf book published by Rizzoli;  incubator - an 
alternative platform and license for experimentation; 
The Darwin Project in Paris, P.D.A. Public Display of Art 
at Art Basel MIami Beach, Design High in London at 
LTB Foundation: Audience at Design Miami and Never- 
Everland at Design MIami Basel. Kovacs has lectured at 
the Serpentine Gallery, Canadian Film Centre , Plug IN 
Gallery and The  University of Manitoba. 

http://the-incubator.net/people/NatalieKovacs.html


